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Information and Consent: Counseling  

Welcome to Vibrant Minds Counseling Services. I look forward to collaborating with you in counseling services.  

Please read this form carefully and raise any questions or concerns you have before signing it. Your understanding is 

important, and I am here to help. When you sign this document, it will also represent an agreement between us. We 

can discuss any questions you have when you sign them or at any time in the future.    

This document contains important information about my professional services and business policies. It also contains 

summary information about the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), a federal law that 

provides privacy protections and patient rights about the use and disclosure of your Protected Health Information 

(PHI) for the purposes of treatment, payment, and health care operations. Although these documents are long and 

sometimes complex, it is very important that you understand them.    

Psychological Services: Therapy is a relationship between people that works in part because of clearly defined rights 

and responsibilities held by each person. As a client in psychotherapy, you have certain rights and responsibilities that 

are important for you to understand. There are also legal limitations to those rights that you should be aware of. I, as 

your therapist, have corresponding responsibilities to you. These rights and responsibilities are described in the 

following sections.   

Psychotherapy has both benefits and risks. Risks may include experiencing uncomfortable feelings, such as sadness, 

guilt, anxiety, anger, frustration, loneliness and helplessness, because the process of psychotherapy often requires 

discussing the unpleasant aspects of your life.  However, psychotherapy has been shown to have benefits for 

individuals who undertake it.  Therapy often leads to a significant reduction in feelings of distress, increased 

satisfaction in interpersonal relationships, greater personal awareness and insight, increased skills for managing stress 

and resolutions to specific problems.  But, there are no guarantees about what will happen.  Psychotherapy requires a 

very active effort on your part. In order to be most successful, you will have to work on things we discuss outside of 

sessions.   

The first 2-4 sessions will involve a comprehensive evaluation of your needs. By the end of the evaluation, I will be 

able to offer you some initial impressions of what our work might include. At that point, we will discuss your treatment 

goals and create an initial treatment plan. You should evaluate this information and make your assessment about 

whether you feel comfortable working with me. If you have questions about my procedures, we should discuss them 

whenever they arise. If your doubts persist, I will be happy to help you set up a meeting with another mental health 

professional for a second opinion.   

Professional Collaboration: It is important to understand that counseling is a professional relationship. While it may 

often feel like a close personal relationship, it is not one that can extend beyond professional boundaries both during 

and after our work together. Considerable experience shows that when boundaries blur, the hard-earned benefits 

gained from the psychotherapy encounters are compromised.  

Appointments: Appointments will ordinarily be 45-60 minutes in duration, once per week at a time we agree on, 

although some sessions may be more or less frequent as needed. The time scheduled for your appointment is assigned 

to you and you alone. If you need to cancel or reschedule a session, I ask that you provide me with 24-hour notice. If 

you miss a session without canceling, or cancel with less than 24-hour notice, a $100.00 fee will be charged.  It is 

important to note that managed care/insurance companies do not provide reimbursement for cancelled sessions; thus, 
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you will be responsible for the portion of the fee as described above. Notice is important as it allows for other clients 

to be seen. If it is possible, I will try to find another time for you and me to reschedule the appointment. In addition, 

you are responsible for coming to your session on time; if you are late, your appointment will still need to end on time 

and the full session will remain applicable. I will make every attempt to inform you in advance of any of my planned 

absences.   

Professional Fees: The standard self-pay fee for a typical 45-60 minute session is $100.00. Any potential variation to 

this fee schedule must be discussed and mutually agreed upon in writing ahead of time.  You are responsible for 

paying at the time of your session; this includes copayment and/or deductible if using managed care/insurance.  

Payment must be made by check, cash or use of a debit/credit card.  Exact amount for cash payment must be provided 

as I will not be providing change for payments. Checks can be made out to Vibrant Minds Counseling Services.  Any 

checks returned to my office are subject to an additional fee of up to $30.00 to cover the bank fee that I incur. If you 

refuse to pay your debt, I reserve the right to use an attorney or collection agency to secure payment.    

In addition to weekly appointments, it is my practice to charge this amount on a prorated basis (I will break down the 

hourly cost) for other professional services that you may require such as additional session add-on time, report writing, 

telephone conversations that last longer than 15 minutes, attendance at meetings or consultations which you have 

requested, or the time required to perform any other service which you may request of me. If you anticipate becoming 

involved in a court case, I recommend that we discuss this fully before you waive your right to confidentiality. If your 

case requires my participation, you are responsible to pay for the professional time required even if another party 

compels me to testify. Please note that these fees are payable by you as managed care/insurance does not cover them.   

Managed Care/Insurance: *If you plan to use managed care/insurance, please check with me prior to appointment 

setting to verify if I am a participant in the coverage you carry.  Following, please check with your policy office 

directly to verify coverage and utilization protocols.     

In order for us to set realistic treatment goals and priorities, it is important to evaluate what resources you have 

available to pay for your treatment. If you have a health insurance policy, it will usually provide some coverage for 

mental health treatment. With your permission, my billing service and I will assist you to the extent possible in filing 

claims and ascertaining information about your coverage, but you are responsible for knowing your coverage and for 

letting me know if/when your coverage changes. Due to the rising costs of health care, insurance benefits have 

increasingly become more complex. It is sometimes difficult to determine exactly how much mental health coverage 

is available. Managed Health Care plans such as HMOs and PPOs often require advance authorization, without which 

they may refuse to provide reimbursement for mental health services. These plans are often limited to short-term 

treatment approaches designed to work out specific problems that interfere with a person’s usual level of functioning. 

It may be necessary to seek approval for more therapy after a certain number of sessions. While a lot can be 

accomplished in short-term therapy, some patients feel that they need more services after insurance benefits end. 

Some managed-care plans will not allow me to provide services to you once your benefits end. If this is the case, I 

will do my best to find another provider who will help you continue your psychotherapy.  

You should also be aware that most managed care/insurance companies require you to authorize me to provide them 

with a clinical diagnosis. (Diagnoses are technical terms that describe the nature of your problems and whether they 

are short-term or long-term problems.  All diagnoses come from a book entitled the DSM-V. There is a copy in my 

office and I will be glad to let you see it to learn more about your diagnosis, if applicable.). Sometimes I may have to 
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provide additional clinical information such as treatment plans or summaries, or copies of the entire record (in rare 

cases). This information will become part of the insurance company files and will probably be stored in a computer.   

Though all managed care/insurance companies claim to keep such information confidential, I have no control over 

what they do with it once it is in their hands. In some cases, they may share the information with a national medical 

information databank. I will provide you with a copy of any report I submit, if you request it. By signing this 

Agreement, you agree that I can provide requested information to your carrier if you plan to pay with managed 

care/insurance.   

In addition, if you plan to use your managed care/insurance, authorization from the company may be required before 

they will cover therapy fees. If you did not obtain authorization and it is required, you may be responsible for full 

payment of the fee. Many policies leave a percentage of the fee (which is called co-insurance) or a flat dollar amount 

(referred to as a co-payment) to be covered by the patient. Either amount is to be paid at the time of the visit by check 

or cash. In addition, some insurance companies also have a deductible, which is an out-of-pocket amount, which must 

be paid by the client before the insurance companies are willing to begin paying any amount for services. This will 

typically mean that you will be responsible to pay for initial sessions with me until your deductible has been met; the 

deductible amount may also need to be met at the start of each fiscal or calendar year. Once we have all the information 

about your coverage, we will discuss what we can reasonably expect to accomplish with the benefits that are available 

and what will happen if coverage ends before you feel ready to end your sessions.    

It is important to remember that you always have the right to pay for my services yourself, unless prohibited by my 

provider contract.   

If I am not a participating provider for your plan, I will supply you with a receipt of payment for services, which you 

can submit to your company for potential reimbursement. Please note that not all companies reimburse for out-

ofnetwork providers.  If you prefer to use a participating provider, I will support your referral to a colleague.   

Please keep in mind that if your managed care/insurance company or payor does not reimburse for services, you are 

personally responsible for all professional fees charged.   

Professional Records: I am required to keep appropriate records of the psychological services that I provide. Some 

of records will be maintained in a secure location in the office.  Others will be kept electronically through a HIPAA 

compliant encrypted web-based system with a company that has a signed Business Associate Agreement on file.  I 

keep brief records noting that you were here, your reasons for seeking therapy, the goals and progress we set for 

treatment, your diagnosis, topics we discussed, your medical, social, and treatment history, records I receive from 

other providers, copies of records I send to others, and your billing records. Except in unusual circumstances that 

involve danger to yourself, you have the right to a copy of your file. Because these are professional records, they may 

be misinterpreted and / or upsetting to untrained readers.  For this reason, I recommend that you initially review them 

with me, or have them forwarded to another mental health professional to discuss the contents. If I refuse your request 

for access to your records, you have a right to have my decision reviewed by another mental health professional, 

which I will discuss with you upon your request. You also have the right to request that a copy of your file be made 

available to any other health care provider at your written request.   

Confidentiality: My policies about confidentiality, as well as other information about your privacy rights, are fully 

described in a separate document entitled Notice of Privacy Practices (NOPP). You have been provided with a copy 
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of that document, asked to sign in receipt, and we have discussed those issues. Please remember that you may reopen 

the conversation at any time during our work together.   

You should be aware that it is impossible to protect the confidentiality of client information which is transmitted 

electronically through e-mail, facsimile, cordless or mobile telephones as well as other similar telecommunication and 

computer equipment.  If you are not comfortable with the use of such technology, please advise me of such and we 

will not communicate via such means.   

You should be aware that professional consultation and supervision is an important part of my ethical standards and 

practice as a licensed professional counselor. I may at times discuss cases with other professionals to enhance my 

abilities in effort to better serve my clients.  I will not include identifying client information.  The other professionals 

with whom I share are also bound to the parameters of confidentiality as stated above and below.   

As we may both be a part of the local area community, it is important for us to discuss how we will handle potential 

outside-of-the office encounters ahead of time to minimize any unforeseen concerns you might have.  Your feelings 

of comfort and safety are imperative.   

Important Exceptions to Confidentiality: I am obligated by law to breach confidentiality without your authorized 

permission if:   

• There is reason to believe you are to be of harm to yourself or others (i.e. suicidal, homicidal, or crime to be 

committed)   

• There is reason to suspect child abuse, elder abuse, or the abuse of a person with a disability Please note that 

these limits serve to preserve the safety and integrity of yourself and others. I will make every effort to notify 

you ahead of time and give effort to handle any objections.   

  

Technology: Please know that should the use of e-mail or text messaging be mutually agreed upon that discussing 

clinical information is discouraged and should be refrained from.  The use of e-mail or text messaging correspondence 

is reserved for brief notifications (i.e. appointment reminders, relevant educational/community information, etc.).   

Please know that personal social media requests and contact are discouraged and should be refrained from.  If I receive 

an invite or request (i.e. “to friend”, etc.), I will decline it to remain in line with my professional ethical standards that 

are important for me to uphold in our professional relationship.   

Vibrant Minds Counseling, LLC maintains both a website www.vibrantmindscounseling.com, Facebook page, 

https://www.facebook.com/VibrantMindsCounselingLLC and Instagram, @vibrantmindscounselingllc. You are 

invited to access and utilize these sites.  Keep in mind that these pages support the exchange of information to enhance 

learning and support healthcare operations. Neither is it a forum for the exchange of private or privileged confidential 

health information.  

Parents and Minors: While privacy in therapy is crucial to successful progress, parental involvement can also be 

essential. It is my policy to request an agreement between the client and the parents allowing me to share limited 

general information about treatment progress and attendance, as well as a limited treatment summary upon completion 

of therapy. All other communication will remain strictly confidential, unless I feel there is a safety concern (see also 

above section on Exceptions to Confidentiality), in which case I will make every effort to notify the child of my 

intention to disclose information ahead of time and make every effort to handle any objections that are raised.   

http://www.vibrantmindscounseling.com/
https://www.facebook.com/VibrantMindsCounselingLLC
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Contacting Me: I may not be immediately available by telephone. I do not answer my phone when I am with clients 

or otherwise unavailable. At these times, you may leave a message on my confidential voice mail and your call will 

be returned as soon as possible, but it may take a day or two for non-urgent matters.   

If you leave a message and do not hear back from me within 48 hours, please suspect that I have not received the 

message. I regret any error that may have taken place. Please phone back being sure to acknowledge the earlier attempt 

so I can prevent any potential contact problem from recurring.    

Emergencies: * If you are in crisis, feel you are unable to keep yourself safe, or there is a medical emergency 

immediately:    

• Dial 911   

• Dial 211 or 1-800-273-TALK (8255)   

• Go to your local hospital emergency department     

Termination: Either party may terminate the counseling relationship.  It is important and encouraged that termination 

of the counseling relationship be discussed by both parties prior to the date of discontinuation for any reason.  Reasons 

might include goal attainment with successful post-follow up, inability/refusal to pay fees, and perception of 

inappropriate counselor fit among others.  Our collaboration is important and it is strongly encouraged that open 

communication remain intact especially at a time of closure for any reason.  I will make every effort to be clear and 

collaborate with you about treatment planning.     

Other Rights: If you are unhappy with what is happening in therapy, I encourage you to talk with me so that I can 

respond to your concerns. Such comments will be taken seriously and handled with care and respect. You may also 

request that I refer you to another therapist and are free to end therapy at any time. You have the right to considerate, 

safe and respectful care, without discrimination as to race, ethnicity, color, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, 

national origin, or source of payment. You have the right to ask questions about any aspects of therapy and about my 

specific training and experience. I can provide you with a professional disclosure by request.    

Ethics: As a licensed professional counselor, I adhere to the most up-to-date American Counseling Association (ACA) 

code of ethics.   

License: I am a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) in the State of Connecticut by the Department of Public Health. 

A copy of my current license is posted in the office and can be verified online at: www.ct.gov/dph  

*Consent to Psychotherapy*: Your signature below indicates that you have read this Agreement and agree to the 

terms.   

   

  

_______________________________________________   

Printed Name    

  

_______________________________________________                ______________________________   

Signature                                                                                               Date  

  

http://www.ct.gov/dph
http://www.ct.gov/dph
http://www.ct.gov/dph

